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Timber Sectional Committee, CED 9 

FOREWORD 

This Indian Standard ( First Revision ) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the draft 
finalized by the Timber Sectional Committee had been approved by the Civil Engineering Division 
Council. 

Evaluation of basic properties of timber is an important base for establishing design functions of structural 
timber. For this purpose small clear specimens and specimens in structural sizes are tested according to 
standardprocedures laid down in IS 1708 ( Parts 1 to 18 ) : 1986 ‘Method of testing of small clear speci- 
mens of timber ( second reuision )’ and IS 2108 : 1963 ‘Method of static tests of timber in structural sizes’. 
In order to obtain a good average figure which is truly representative of the~species, it is necessary to take 
samples from different trees and further from different logs. IS 2455 : ! 990 ‘Method of sampling of model 
trees and logs for timber testing and their conversion ( second revision )’ 
sampling of model trees and logs for timber testing and their conversion; 

contains information pertaining to 
and IS 8720 : 1978 ‘Methods of 

sampling timber scantlings from depots and their conversion for testing’ provides information with respect 
to timber scantlmg. This standard covers the methods of presentation of data of physical and mechanical 
properties of timber. 

This standard was first published in 1978. Among important modifications, in this first revision the tables 
for presenting the physical and mechanical properties of timber have been modified to include cleavage 
( resistance to splitting ) and nail and screw withdrawal resistance. Table 3, giving units and scheme for 
rounding off, has been modified accordingly to take care of these additional properties. 

The composition of the technical committee responsible for formulation of this standard is given in 
Annex A. 

For the ~purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the final 
value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test, shall be rounded off in accordance 
with IS 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for rounding off numerical values ( revised )‘. The number of significant places 
retained in the rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified value in this standard. 
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Indian Standard 

METHODSOFPRESENTATIONOF 
DATAOFPHYSICALANDMECHANICAL 

PROPERTIESOFTIMBER 

( First Revision) 

1 SCOPE 

1.1 This standard outlines the methods of pre- 
sentation of physical and mechanical properties 
of timber for the purpose of comparison, reduction 
and adjustment for different design values and 
utilization for various industrial uses. 

1.1.1 It, however, does not include the methods 
of computation of timber testing data. 

2 REFERENCES 

The Indian Standards listed below are necessary 
adjuncts to this standard: 

IS No. 

707 : 1976 

170% 
( Parts 1 to 1% ): 
1986 

2455 . 1990 

8720 : 1978 

Title 

Glossary of terms applicable 
to timber technology and 
utilization ( second revision ) 

Methods of testing small clear 
specimens of timber (first 
revision ) 

Methods of sampling of model 
trees and logs for timber test- 
ing and their conversion 
( second revision ) 

Methods of sampling of timber 
scantlings from depots and 
their conversion for testing 

3 TERMINOLOGY 

3.1 For the purpose of this standard, definitions 
given in IS 707 : 1976 and IS 2455 : 1990 shall 

apply. 

4 PRESENTATION OF DATA IN GREEN 
CONDITION 

4.1 The tests shall be carried out as specified in 
IS 170% ( Parts 1 to 18 ) : 1986 and the results 
shall be presented as given in Table 1 and Table 
IA in case of logs selected as recommended in 
1s 2455 : 1990. If the material for the tests is 
taken for depot as recommended in IS 8720 : 
1978, the results shall be presented as given in 
Table 2. 

4.2 Tables 1, 1A and 2 shall have proper heading 
and shall be self-explantory and indicative of 
conditions and limitations of the results. 

4.3 Tables 1, IA and 2 shall include the details 
mentioned in 4.3.1 to 4.3.5. 

4.3.1 Averoge 

The average of all sticks in a bolt or tree shall be 
called as ‘tree average’. Similarly, the average of 
all sticks in a scantling shall be called ‘scantling 
average’. The average of ‘tree average’ or ‘scantl- 
ing average’ shall be called ‘species average’ of the 
locality. Usually the ‘species average’ of the 
locality shall be reported in Tables 1, 1A and 2 
under respective conditions of test, that is, green, 
kiln-dry, air dry or at any moisture content 
( see 5). 

4.3.2 While reporting the results, the values shall 
be rounded off according to the scheme mention- 
ed in Table 3. 

4.3.3 Besides physical and mechanical properties 
the following details shall also invariably be 
recorded: 

a) Locality, 

b) Rings per cm, 

c) Size of the logs ( in case of logs ), 

d) No. of trees or scantlings, and 

e) No. of specimens for individual tests. 

4.3.4 As in green condition the moisture content 
has no influence on strength properties, the aver- 
age moisture content of all the tests shall be 
reported. 

4.3.5 Measure of Variability 

For all data in timber testing a measure of varia- 
bility shall be given. The scheme given in Table 4 
is recommended for reporting the measure of 
variability for different purposes. 

5 PRESENTATION OF DATA UNDER DRY 
CONDITION 

5.1 All the ‘tree average’ or ‘scantling average’ 
in respect to strength in the dry condition shall 
be adjusted to 12 percent by the formula: 
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where 

Sis = strength required at 12 percent moisture 
content; 

So = strength observed at d percent moisture 
content in dry condition, that is, 
moisture content below fibre saturation 
point; 

f = fibre saturation point; 

S, = strength~in green condition; and 

d = observed moisture content in dry 
condition. 

5.2 If the fibre saturation point is not available 
the strength value ( tree or scantling average ) 
shall be reduced to 12 percent by the formula: 

d&r 
SIZ = 12 __, provided ( 12 - d) is within a 

limit of f2 percent 

5.3 The impact bending values or values deter- 
mined under dynamic condition shall not be 
adjusted to 12 percent but averaged and reported 
at that moisture content. 

5.4 While averaging the test data from specimens 
of a single bolt or scantling conditioned to a given 
moisture content care shall be taken -that the 
moisture content shall not vary by more 
than 1 percent. 

5.5 When it is required to compare data in 
different conditions ( say green and dry ), care 
shall be taken that the data correspond to 
matched samples of equal numbers in each condi- 
tion. Alternatively, it will be neeessary to adjust 
data of one condition to suit the data in other 
condition by giving due weightage to the number 
of samples tested and by evaluating the average 
ratio of the values in the condition from known 
matched material. 

Example: 

Let the species average of five bolts in the green 
conditions be given by K and that of five 
individual bolts in the green condition by 
Sr, Ss, S’s, Sk, and Ss. If values of only three 
matched bolts in dry condition are known as 
Sr‘, S,’ and Ss’, then the species average K’ in 
the dry condition for all the five bolts is given 
by: 

5.6 An improvtment factor which is the average 
percentage of improvement of strength values 
from green to dry condition ( at 12 percent ) shall 
also be reported. 
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Table 3 Units and Scheme for Rounding Off Nutierical Values 

( Clause 4..3.2 ) 

Sl No. 

(1) 
9 

ii) 

iii) 

, . 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

viii) 

ix) 

x) 

xi) 

xii) 

xiii) 

Property 

(2) 
General: 

Average diameter of logs 

Specific gravity 

Moisture content 
Mass 

Shrinkage 
Static Bendzng: 

Fibre stress at elastic limit and modulus 
of rupture 

Modulus of elasticity 

Work to elastic limit 

Work to maximum load and total work 

Impact Bending: 
Fibre stress at elastic limit 

Maximum height of drop 
Modulac ol elasticity _ 

Work to e!astic limit 

Hrittlcness 

Compression Parallel to Grain: 

Compressive stress of elastic limit and 
maximum crushing strength 

Modulus of elasticity 

CoqresJion Perpendicular to Grain: 

Crushing stress at elastic iimit 

Hardness: 
Radial 7 
Tangential $ 

End j 
Shear: 

Radial 

Tangential 

Tension Perpendicular to Grain: 

Radial 

Tangential ) 
Tension Parallel to Grain: 

~Tensile stress at elastic limit 

Maximum tensile stress 

Modulus of elasticity 

Cleavage Resistance: 

~Radial 

Tangential > 
Torsion : 
Shear stres3 at elastic limit 

Maximum shearing strength 

Modulus of rigidity 

Yo (Intersection-point ) 

Nail and Screw Withdrawal Resistance 

Unit 

(3) 

mm 
- 

Percent 

kg/m3 
Percent 

N/mms 
( kgf/cms ) 
N/mm2 

( 1 000 kgf/cms ) 
IO-‘J/mm* 

( kgf cm/cm* ) 
10d3 J/mm3 

( kgf cm/cm3 ) 

N/mm2 
( W/cm’ 1 

mm 
N/mm2 

( 1 000 kgf/cms ) 

low3 J/mms 
( kgf cm/cm3 ) 

J (kfcm 1 

N/mma 
( kgf/cms ) 

N/m-m2 
( 1 000 kgf/cma ) 

N/mm’ 
( &f/cm* ) 

N ( kgf ) 

N/mm2 
( kgf/cms ) 

N/mm2 
( kgf/cms ) 

N/mma 
( kgf/cms ) 

N/mm2 
( 100 kgf/cm2 ) 

N/mm width 
( kgf/cm width ) 

N/mm2 
( kgf/cm’ ) 

N/mm2 
( 100 kgf/cm* ) 

Percent 

N (kgf) 

Scheme of Rounding Off 

(4) 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to 3 places of decimal 

Correct to one place of decimal 
Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Correct to 3 places of decimal 

Correct to 2 places of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Nearest integral figure 
Correct to one place of decimal 

Correct to 3 places of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Correct to one place of decimal 

Nearest integral figure 
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TabIe 4 Scheme for Measure of Variability 

( Clause 4.3.5 ) 

sl No. Average Measure of Variability 

(1) (2) (3) 

0 When sticks are taken from a lot for testing Range of observations, that is, maximum and 
the lot average of all sticks shall be repor- minimum value of all the observations in a test 
ted shall be given as measure of variability 

ii) When the data is collected from a parti- Standard deviation or coefficient of variation or 
cular locality the species average of the both shall be given as measure of variabiltty. It 
locality shall be given shall be calculated as follows: 

a) When five or more trees or scantlings are 
tested from the locality, tree or scantling 
average shall only be considered for calculat- 
ing standard deviation or coefficient of varia- 
tion 

b) However, if less than five trees or scantlings 
are tested from a locality, all the observations 
in a test shall be considered fur calculating 
standard deviation and coefficient of variation 
of the property 

iii) For the data of entire geographical region, Standard deviation or coefficient of variation or 
the species average of the region shall be 
reported 

both shall be given as measure of variability. 
It shall be calculated as follows: 

a) These shall be calculated from the tree or 
scantling averages if less than five different 
localities are involved in the region 

b) However, if five or more localities are invol- 
ved in a region the standard deviation or 
coefficient of variation shall be calculated 
from the locality averages only 
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COMPOSITION OF 

ANNEX A 

( Foreword ) 

THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

Timber Sectional Committee, CED 9 

Chairman 

SHRI S. SRYAI.I SUNDER 

Representing 

In personal capacity (2989/D 12 Man Mal, 2nd Stage, Indranagar, 
Bangalore 560 038 ) 

Members 

SERIANILAQARWAL 
SHRI H. C. PANT ( Alternate ) 

SHRI B.K.BHALLA 
SERIG. N. BULLA~ANNAVAR 

Ministry of Defence, Directorate of Standardization, New Delhi 

WIMCO Ltd, New Delhi 

SHRI S. K. CEAEKABOI~TY( Alternate) 
Karnataka State Forest Industries Corporation Ltd, Bangalore 

SERI A.K.CHAT~ER.IEE 
SHRI O.P.SHAR~A ( Alternate) 

Directorate General of Technical Development, New Delhi 

CHIEFCONSERVATOH OF FORESTS Forest Department, Govt of Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow 
ADDLCHIEFCONSERVATOROX FORESTS 

( Alternate ) 
CEIEFCONSERVA~OI~. OBFORESTS 

CONSERVATOROF FORESTS (Alternate) 
Himachal Pradesh Forest Department, Simla 

CIIIEFCO~SERVATOR OF F~IIESTS (GENERAL) 
DSRICTOS (TSACK) 

Forest Department, Govt of Karnataka, Bangalore 
Ministry of Railway, New Delhi 

JT DIRECTOR,CE (TM) ( Alternate) 
DIRECTOR 
DYDIRECTOR OF NAVAL ARCEITECTURE 

ASSTTDIRECTOR OXNAVAL 
ARCRITECTURE( Alternate ) 

DR P.M. GANAPATBY 
SHRI V. SIVANANDA (Alternate) 

DRR.GNANAHARAN 
SIIRIN.HEBZRR~M 

SHRI K. K. MITRA ( Alternate) 
INSPECTOR GENERALOR FOREYTS 

ADDL INSPI~CTOE GENERALOFFORESTS 
( Alternate ) 

SBRID.K.KANURO 
SHRI B. K. MANIIAL (Alternate) 

SERI K. S. LAULY 
SHBI P. T. S. MENON (Alternate) 

SERI B.A. M_~TIXEWS 
SERI M.M.MISTRY 

SHRI A. G.DHON~ADE (Alternate) 
SHRINAKENDRA KUMAR 

SHRI S. P. SIN~H ( Alternate ) 
DR A. N.NAYER 
SHRIR.C. PRASAD 

SHRI B. M.PRASAD ( Alternate ) 
PRESIDENT 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ( Alternate) 
SHRI S. S.RA~PUT 

Forests Research Institute, Dehra Dun 
Naval Headquarters, New Delhi 

DRV.RANQANATHAN 

SHRIA.C.SEKHAR 

SERIS.N. SHARYA 

SnRIK.S.SHUKLA 
LT COL G.B.SINC+H 

SHRT J. L. BOTHRA ( Alternate ) 
SHRIN.K.UPADHYAY 
SERI N. M.WALECHA 

SHRI ANAND PRAKASH (Alternate) 
SERI Y. R.TANEJA, 
Director ( Civ Engg ) 

Indian Plywood Industries Research & -Training Institute, 
Bangalore 

Kerala Forest Research Institute, Peechi 
Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch, Army Headquarters, New Delhi 

Ministry of Environment and Forests, New Delhi 

National Test House, Calcutta 

Indian Plywood Manufacturing Co Ltd, Bombay 

Forest Department. Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Port Blair 
National Buildings Organization, New Delhi 

Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee 

In personal capacity ( C-59 Indarpuri, New Delhi 110012 ) 
Bihar State Forest Development Corpn Ltd, Patna 

Federation of Indian Plywood and Panel Industry, New Delhi 

Convener, Timber Terminology and Classification Subcommittee, 
CED 9 : 1; Timber Testing Subcommittee, CED 9 : 9; and Timber 
Conversion and Grading Subcommittee, CED 9 : 10 

In personal capacity ( 28-C, JV Block, M&iya Aragar Extn, Saket, 
New Delhi 110017 ) 

In personal capacity ( 146, flE Layout, Scetammadhara, Vishakhaptnam 
530013 ) 

Convener, Timber Seasoning and Treatment Subcommittee, 
CED 9:3 

Forest Research Institute, Forest Products Division, Dehra Dun 
Andaman Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Port Blair 

Directorate General of Supplies 8s Disposals, New Delhi 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi 

Director General, BIS ( Ex-ojicio Member ) 

Secretary 

SHRISANJAY PANT 
Assistant Director ( Civ Engg ) 
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Timber Testing Subcommittee, CED 9 : 9 

Convener 

SHRI S. S. RAJPUT 

Members 

SHRI A. K. ANAHTIXA NARAYANA 
SIT R. S. KAMALA ( Alternate ) 

SHRI S. I’. BADONI 

DR G. S. BENIPAL 
&RI T. CICAWDHARY 

SEIRI D. K. KANUNGO ( Alternate ) 
DXRIHXOR ( RURAL ELIGCT~IBICATION ) 

Dy DIRECTOR ( RURAL ELEC~RIBICATION ) 
( Alternute ) 

DR R. GNANAI~ARAN 
DIRECTOR ( TRACK ) 

JT DIRECTOR ( CE & TM ) ( Alternate ) 
SHX1 M. M. MISTILY 

SERI A. G. DHON~ADE ( Alternate ) 
SERI S. PANnE3! 

SHRI 1. P. BHARD~AJ ( Alternate ) 
SHRI F.-c. SEARMA 
DR Y. SINGH 

DR L. K. A~ARWAL ( Alternate ) 
SHRI J. K. &NRA 

SERI V. SIVANANDA 

SERI B. S. ASWATHANARAYANA ( Alternate ) 
SkIRI B. P. VERMA 

SERI S. N. MAITY ( Alternate ) 

Representing 

:orest -Products Division ( Timber Mechanics ), Forest Research 
Institute, Dehra Dun 

Institute of Wood Science and Technology, Bangalore 

Forest Products Division ( Wood Working ) Forest Research 
Institute, Dehra Dun 

Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi 
National Test House, Calcutta 

Central Electricity Authority, New Delhi 

Kerala Forest Research Institute, Peechi 
Ministry of Railways, New Delhi 

National Building Organization, New Delhi 

Directorate of Standardization, Ministry of Defence, New Delhi 

Directorate General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi 
Central Building Research Institute ( CSIR ), Roorkee 

Controllerate of Quality Assurance ( General Stores ), Ministry of 
Defence ( DGQA ) 

Indian Plywood Industries Research and Training Institute, 
Bangalore 

Central Mining Research Station ( CSIR ), Dhanbad 
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